
making public policy public



interest in public policy is at an 

all-time high

o States reopening and resuming 

o Student and teacher safety at schools

o Restrictions on voting 

o New safety net programs, like the Child Tax Credit and UBI

o Policy authority and funding



BUT! policy is hard to find 



hard to understand

= Ballots do not 
need stamps .

17 states have 
prepaid postage laws 
(for ballots). Each is 
worded differently.



and hard to change



what



+ healthy democracy

+ accessible

+ people engaging

+ “better” policy

it’s no mistake that policy is hard to 

understand; this keeps policy in the hands 

of those with power

rather than pretending 
that people will engage 
in intentionally opaque 
processes, we meet 
people where they are



o intuitive, user-friendly: presents information not as it 
appears on the books, but how it is experienced by 
people each day

o authoritative: links to the policy documents 
themselves with verified annotations 

o dynamic: enables annotations from experts, end users, 
and advocates; allows users to compare policies across 
different states and localities

we are building a policy wiki that is



Elections

homepage



our platform brings policy to life

collapse many 
layers of policy 
into one space



from this (e.g. new GA voting law)

legislation lawsuits

op-ed reddit



to this



a copy of a form of identification listed in subsection 
(c) of Code Section 21-2-417:

Other acceptable forms of identification are: a U.S. 
passport, a photo ID from a government employer (federal, 
state, or local government), a military photo ID, or a tribal 
photo ID. If you use one of these forms of ID, you must 
include a photocopy of it with your absentee ballot 
application. 
-original: @voter_GA (5/20/21) 5:30pm)
-verified: @RPP_Elections (5/20/21 5:35pm)

and this:

- extracts essential info

- answer is authoritative

(annotates actual law) and 

explanatory (gives context to 

dry, confusing language)



number of his or her Georgia driver’s license 
or identification card:

I always help my grandma vote absentee, but I 
don’t think that she has any of these IDs. She 
hasn’t driven in ages! Is it hard to get a state ID? 
Saw this WashPo article:

-@grandkid_GA (5/20/21 8:30am)

and this:

- provides informal space 

for general public to record 

their experiences, 

challenges, questions, etc.



number of his or her Georgia driver’s license or 
identification card:

Our study found that 25% of Black voters do not 
possess a current and valid gov’t-issued photo ID, 
as compared to 11% of voters of all races.
-@BrennanCenter (5/21/21 10:30am)

Re: That study is over 10 years old and didn’t 
focus on registered voters. See article
examining faulty methodology.
-@HeritageFoundation (5/21/21 1:00pm)

and this:

- layers data, advocacy reports, 

and arguments on top of the 

actual text of the law.

- reduces mischaracterizations 

of text and highlights 

ideological disputes.



who



Responsive Policy Project (RPP) is a startup 
nonprofit that lifts the curtain on public 
policy, making it easy to find, understand, 
and engage with opaque policy documents.

RPP aims to radically transform policy by 
changing who participates and how. 



team

Our team mixes tech and policy, with a seasoned 
software engineer, pioneering civic tech UX 
designer, and expert public interest attorneys.

Founder Emma Clippinger is a policy attorney and 
acclaimed non-profit founder and leader. 



how



tech

o customized annotation platform

o user authentication

o policy document uploading and verification

pilot

2-3 policy areas, in-depth 

o partnerships with organizers, advocates, experts

o solicited annotations

o focus groups + iteration

people

o FT fullstack software engineer

o PT UX designer

o PT legal researchers (3, including founder)

o PT social media manager

6 months

$250k



www.responsivepolicy.org

check out this video to learn more

info@responsivepolicy.org


